Guide Specification for Post-Frame Building Systems

By Harvey Manbeck, NFBA Technical Adviser

 NFBA’s Guide Specification for Post-Frame Building Systems has been completed and is now available for use by building specifiers. This is the culmination of nearly two years of effort by NFBA’s technical and research committee, board of directors, technical adviser, programmers and staff.

The project was key to the success of NFBA’s Post-Frame Market Initiative (PFMI) program. As we grow the post-frame buildings into the low-rise commercial market, we must overcome technical barriers to that growth. One important barrier was the lack of a standard specification for post-frame building systems that a commercial project developer, specifier or other design professional could refer to.

The TR&c committee began work in 2007 to develop just such a generic model building specification. The result was a document that covered every major building system detail, and was 29 pages long. The committee knew the guide document wasn’t very user-friendly. Thus, we began to develop an online form that would allow specifiers to choose the PF options that applied to their building project. The goal was to produce a customized editable draft specification document to which the specifier could add company letterhead, logo and other modifications.

In late 2008, NFBA accepted a proposal to program this as an online application as a form that one may use by simply selecting the options desired and exporting a customized specification. The program was complete by the 2009 Frame Building Expo, where it was introduced to the NFBA membership.

The Guide Specification is now available on the NFBA web site: www.NFBA.org. To access the Guide Specification, log on to the web site, insert your NFBA user name and password into the “Member Login” boxes and click onto “Post-Frame Guide Specification” under the NFBA Member drop-down menu. Specifiers and other design professionals who are gatekeepers to expansion of post-frame into new markets may access the specification from the web site developed by the PFMI program, www.postframeadvantage.com.

By logging in, one may access the Guide Specification Home Page (Figure 1), where you can access only documents you create and save on the system. This home page is divided into an input section (top) and an output section (bottom). Both are very user-friendly for developing a building specification for a particular post-frame building project.

Guide Specification input and output are organized into the familiar three-part MasterSpec format: General, Products, and Execution.

The General section provides a general description of the building project, reference and other standard specifications related to the project, general design requirements including loads, deflection limits, and rainfall intensities for rain gutters and spouts, and general site requirements, required submittals, quality assurance statements and warranties. The Products section identifies the project specific materials of construction for post foundations, wall posts, skirtboards, wall girts, post headers, wall sheathing and insulation, primary roof framing, roof purlins, roof sheathing and insulation, attic insulation, trim, doors and windows and accessory items. The Execution section also includes fabrication specifications for items such as built-up headers, nail-laminated posts and glued-laminated building components.

The Execution section includes project specific information for examination and inspection of work to be performed. It also includes project specific erection details and specifications for cleaning and protecting installed building components. Great care was exercised during development of the input section of the Guide Specification web pages to be inclusive. That is, no existing wall post, post-frame foundation system, insulation, sheathing, combination of accessories, or exterior finish is assumed. However, we made every effort to include as many options as we could think of in each product category.

In addition, the Guide Specification input is sufficiently flexible to allow the specifier to include products or building description details not included in the options provided in the input section. Thus, the input section allows the specifier to add product options we inadvertently may have omitted or to add new product lines as they are developed. Indeed, it is anticipated that the Guide Specification input sections will be updated as such omissions and developments are identified by users.

The following set of instructions for using the Guide Specifications have been developed to aid first time users of the Guide Specification input and output procedures. These instructions are also available on the previously identified NFBA website.

Accessing the Input Program

1. Access the NFBA web site: www.NFBA.org.

2. On the NFBA Home page, enter your NFBA membership username and password in the Member Login boxes in the left margin.

3. Under the NFBA Member drop-down menu (top right of the screen) scroll down to Post-Frame Specifications.


Inputting Data for a Specific Building Project:

1. Click onto Create New Document if starting a new project specification; click onto one of the Pending/Open Specifications if continuing or editing an existing project specification.

2. When creating a new document, type in the Project Name in the Document Title input box, then click on the Create Document box.

3. Read the General Notes and Instructions in the right hand side of the screen.

4. Select and click onto the section for which you wish to input data from the menu on the left hand side of the screen.

5. Begin inputting data. Note the following:

   - Bold italic text indicates instructions for the specifier. These words are not part of the specification.
   - Read the italicized instructions very carefully; many of them instruct the specifier to select one from several options or to select several from a set of options.
   - Click onto the desired selection in all drop-down boxes; if none of the selections in the drop-down box fits your project conditions, leave the drop-down...
Box option blank, move to the input box beside "other" and type in your project data in format that completes the phrase or sentence.

• Type the desired data into the blank boxes.

6. Continue inputting data until you come to the end of the section. At the end of the section, click onto the Save Answers & Go to the Next Section. NOTE: Do not leave the section before saving your inputs.

7. Continue inputting until all sections are completed. Note that you can move through the document in any order and you can return to a previously completed section to edit inputs.

8. If you have finished your work, click COMPLETE DOCUMENT at the bottom of the left-hand menu. NOTE: If you do not click COMPLETE DOCUMENT, you will not be able to download a Rich Text Format version of the specification you created. You may click COMPLETE DOCUMENT without completing all sections if you don’t need them, but we recommend you complete all desired sections before printing.

Access and Edit the Completed Building Project Specification
1. Go to the Post Frame Guide Specification Home Page (Figure 1)
2. Scroll down until you find your building project title under Completed Specifications
3. Scroll right and click onto Download RTF. This will download the completed building project specification per your inputs.
4. Edit the completed document as you would any other Word document.
• Edit the Title Page. Insert Project Name, modify date, and remove "DRAFT" when specification is edited and ready for use.
• Run through document by inserting the Project Name and Date desired on the first page and by conducting a spell check and grammar check of the document. This is especially important if the completed document includes some user specified options.

Figure 4 is the first page of a typical building project specification generated using the Guide Specification Program.

The Guide Specification program is especially useful for specifiers new to post-frame building systems because it leads them to the most common options available to them for many components. However, the Guide Specification program may also be useful to experienced post-frame builders who might be considering modifying their specification documents.

In either event, it is likely that companies who initially use the Guide Specification program for Post-Frame Building Systems will blend the resulting post-frame building specifications into a format that is consistent with company policies. This transformation most likely will take place as the specifier becomes familiar with post-frame systems and products.

If that happens, the Guide Specification for Post-Frame Building Systems will have accomplished its purpose: that is, to introduce post-frame to the architect and engineering gatekeepers of the commercial building design and construction industry.© 2007. SUNSKY and AGTUF are registered trademarks of Palram Americas, Inc. All rights reserved.
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